the unofficial guide to real estate investing unofficial - the unofficial guide to real estate investing second edition gives savvy readers like you a foolproof appraisal of everything from the most basic concepts of real estate investing to complicated tax and financing formulations, spencer strauss author of the unofficial guide to real - spencer strauss is the author of the unofficial guide to real estate investing 4 32 avg rating 37 ratings 1 review published 2003 the unofficial gu, the unofficial guide to real estate investing by spencer - the unofficial guide to real estate investing has 37 ratings and 1 review the inside scoop for when you want more than the official line we ve all he, amazon com the unofficial guide to real estate investing - i just counted my real estate investment book collection and including this book its up to seven of those seven this book would be one of the best i would give this book a definite thumbs up and a buy for the novice to somewhat seasoned real estate investor, the unofficial guide to real estate investing by martin - the unofficial guide to real estate investing by martin stone spencer strauss after beating back a slump a decade ago real estate has rebounded in a big way for the millenium offering a hot investment vehicle that even novices can ride to riches, the unofficial guide to real estate investing 2003 - the unofficial guide to real estate investing second edition gives savvy readers like you a foolproof appraisal of everything from the most basic concepts of real estate investing to complicated tax and financing formulations, the unofficial guide to real estate investing spencer - the unofficial guide to real estate investing second edition gives savvy readers like you a foolproof appraisal of everything from the most basic concepts of real estate investing to complicated tax and financing formulations, the unofficial guide to real estate investing spencer - the unofficial guide to real estate investing by spencer strauss martin j stone contributors to this book also include experts william bronchick warren ladenheim and ed stevens if you want the inside scoop of how others have become rich in real estate then this book will do the trick for you, the unofficial guide to real estate investing thriftbooks - the unofficial guide to real estate investing second edition gives savvy readers like you a foolproof appraisal of everything from the most basic concepts of real estate investing to complicated tax and financing formulations, the top 20 real estate books every investor should read - the unofficial guide to real estate investing by spencer strauss and martin stone a common theme across biggerpockets is the belief in having a strong written